
Gigabit Broadband
Our fastest, most reliable connection

Customer care
Always there for you

The package

Vodafone Gigabit Broadband gives 
you unlimited fibre downloads with 
up to 1000mbps download speed. 
You’ll also get a free Gigabox 
modem, and depending on your 
location, we will also install it for 
you free of charge.

Our Net Promoter Score

When asked if they would 
recommend their broadband 
service to a friend or colleague, 
Vodafone are #1 for fixed landline 
and broadband, 9% points higher 
then our next competitor

Loyalty reward

Transform your business with our 
exclusive bundle - get Vodafone 
Gigabit broadband with any RED 
Business Unlimited mobile plan, 
and receive a competitive discount 
on your broadband order.

Footprint

We have already rolled out fibre 
connections for over 50.000 
businesses in Ireland, and there’s no 
stopping there – we’re constantly 
establishing new Gigabit Broadband 
connections in every county.

Why Vodafone Broadband 
for your business?
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Always innovating
Bringing you the latest services as standard 

4G Broadband Backup

Our 4G Broadband 
backup makes sure 
you’re always connected 
by plugging a 4G 
mobile dongle into your 
broadband modem. 
If your broadband 
connection goes, your 
business stays online 
thanks to 4G.

Gigabox Modem 

Our Gigabox Modem 
gives you the best speed 
and coverage, guest 
Wi-Fi for customers and 
control via the Gigabox 
app.

Dedicated Internet 
Access

Does your business 
need even more from 
your broadband line? 
Get your own dedicated 
access to the local 
internet cabinet, for 
zero downtime and 
a truly uncontested 
connection.

Walk Out Working

We’ll come to your 
business premises, 
install your new 
broadband and router 
and not move on to our 
next job until we can 
connect a device of 
your choice to WiFi with 
our Walk Out Working 
installation guarantee.
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Smart Circle Loyalty 
Business-tailored rewards

Tailor-made rewards

Choose from a wide range of 
rewards: our loyalty programme 
boasts various offers from a free 
coffee to discounted Emirates 
flight tickets.

Join today

50% of Irish businesses can't be wrong - they already trust us  
as their Mobile provider. 

Learn more here 

Membership

Every business customer is eligible to enjoy Smart Circle.

Range

Our range is made of four pillars: 
surprise and delight, travel offers, 
device and accessories, and 
business benefits. All categories 
offer exclusive discounts, benefits 
and bundles – it’s up to you and 
your preference.

Here’s some of  
the rewards:

Revolut Business
Free Corporate Card  

plus €50 credit

Costa Coffee
Free coffee  

for your business

Odeon Cinema
Free cinema tickets  

for your team

Big Red Cloud
Business-focused online 

accounting software

Smart Circle Loyalty
Business-tailored 

rewards

http://vodafone.ie/business

